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New York City based, Badbwoy Bass Recordings, drop their latest release with George Lukin bringing
us "Insignia" a progressive house tune with break beat and house remixes from Farace, Phunkae,
Amauta and Beats Persona. 

Opening the innings is the original mix from George Lukin itself a tight progressive track, with energy and
a grooving feel good vibe definitely a track which could be slotted into the peak hours of a progressive
set. 

FEATURED ON TRACKITDOWN.NET BREAKS! Really cool re-rub here from Farace on Badbwoy
Bass! He manages to fuse together a rolling breaks groove with what could be described as a
progressive house vibe! Have a listen and you'll see what we mean, could this be a new sub genre of
breaks? Progressive Breaks? Hmmm, we like it! 

Up next remix number 3 is a remix from Memory Machine, progressive house with a bang to it. Loud
drums and sick programming lead into a peak time performer of a song. Great ride and mixin/mix out
easily drop this into any house set. 

His third appearance on BadBwoy Bass Phunkae brings us a tech funk stomper that only he can deliver.
His signature programming and rolling bass lines are all present here in this show stopping break 
Number 5 we introduce Atlanta GA based Amauta with a dance floor ready progressive house remix.
Taking the original to hear Amauta inserts larger drums and lush patterns easily mixed into your set. 

London based producer and remix artist Beats Persona drops another amazing progressive break beat
with a funky flare. Big acid bass and rolling bass lines flare over sophisticated break beat and chopped
and screwed vocal samples. 

Next up on Badbwoy Bass: Dope Tito “All I Know” featuring Suzi Rawn with remixes from; Journeyman
vs Barrcode, Charlie P, Torqux, Mr. Frisk out later this month! 
Click below to preview and purchase this release and more from Badbwoy Bass. 

To purchase and preview our releases please visit 
Trackitdown 
http://www.trackitdown.net/search/keyword?...earchButton.y=5 
or your favorite download shop. 
support the scene and the dream.
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